
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OF MALAYSIA AIRLINES

Strategic plans for Malaysia Airlines are developed with the aim to achieve cost savings, reduction in the carbon
emissions and opportunity to promote green.

Low labour cost structures and high productivity have more competitive advantages over company with labour
costs. MAS airline serves more than one hundred destinations worldwide. Balik kampong deal is for those
who always feel homesick. Implementation of that international strategy will take to action after evaluation
and analysis. For short distance travel, MAS is one of the option that customer can choose from. MAS
branding strategy is to provide hospitable and friendly service to represent good image to the public. This
assignment requires a writer to write a report of any organisation which is involved in transportation and
communication industry. Besides, Malaysia are consists of diversity composition ethnic of the population and
have different cultural and tradition that will attract more tourists. So MAS dont have to worry about threat or
exist of other mode of transportation to air travel especially long-distance travel. Terrorists attack on 11st
September still horrified the hearts of passengers globally. Not just that, a proper integration between the
subsidiaries company can help Malaysia Airlines to derive its economic scale that will further move them in
accomplishing their goals. Besides, MAS mechanicare more familiar with boeing aircrafts. Malaysia Airlines
MAS have been chosen as an organisation for this report. Small organisation to giant organisation requires
strategic management to expand and improve their managing ability. As the increment of ticket fares occurred,
local citizens with lower or medium income holders to lessen their frequency to travel on flight. Increase
customers and revenue With high quality services and products at low fares, it will attract more consumers
choose to fly with Malaysia Airlines. Political factors Political factors are vital to ensure the growth of the
airlines industry in Malaysia. Media segmentation Media is a mean possibility of medium that tend to reach
the audiences. Generate low yields insufficient to cover an increasingly uncompetitive cost structure. After
done doing that, strategic formulation is needed for Malaysia Airlines. MASholidays is a deal that provide
holiday package that suit a variety of budget. In addition, Malaysia Airlines are highly recognized by the
international organisation. However, Malaysia Airlines did not do proper scenario planning which make them
faced great loss as stated in their annual report  Malaysia Airlines can save cost in managing all of its
subsidiaries company. Moreover, MAL had been brought to the skies with its initial commercial flight as the
national airline of Malaya on April 


